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gay-exclusion policy

Student storm
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Roughly 120 people stormed Interim Persident J. Handel Evans’ office after the fee hike protest at the Student Union

Fee protest invades
president’s office
By Stacey Goggin
Daily staff writer

I racy Brown, a senior RINI major, pleads with
students to participate in the fee hike protest

An estimated 120 students, protesting the
proposed 40 percent California State
University fee increase, stormed the office of
SJSU Interim President J.
Handel Evans shouting "students united will never be
defeated" Tuesday afternoon.
The protest originated in
Union
Student
the
Amphitheatre where more
than 200 students attended.
After about an hour, students
marched to Tower Hall to
confront Evans, who was
eventually escorted out of the
office by the University Police for his own
protection.
The demonstration was timed to come a
day before the CSU Board of Trustees’
finance committee votes on the increase in
Long Beach.
Teary -eyed pleas, along with wrathful
comments filled the Tower Hall office. UPD
was also called to keep the rowdy crowd

under control.
Students demanded support from Evans in
their fight against the increase.
"Lead the rally in Sacramento. Lead us in
the rally," shouted Ben Torres, a member of
Students United for Accessible
Education, a group formed this
semester to fight the fee increase.
Torres was dressed as the
Grim Reaper to represent the
what he called the fatal consequences of the fee increase on
students.
"Sitting in my office and
shouting at me isn’t going to
help:’ Evans responded. "When
the hearings come to Sacramento,
that’s when we’ll be there."
Still, students were not pacified, questioning the university’s allocation of money for
athletic programs and new phone systems.
"There is just not enough money this year,"
Evans said, his responses barely audible over
the yelling crowd. "I wish I had an answer for
See PROTEST Page 3

A memo addressing SJSU’s alleged failure to enforce an anti-discrimination policy recommendation approved by the SJSU Academic
Senate in 1985 surfaced at an Academic Senate meeting Monday.
The memo "requests that Interim President J. Handel Evans explain
what obstacles have kept S85-9 from being implemented to date and
whether the administration intends to implement the policy now."
The resolutions set forth by the policy are as follows:
"Application forms which require students to disclose information
about their sexual preferences or practices shall not be circulated by the
University."
"Information about ROTC stipend or award programs which are
denied to students because of their sexual preferences or practices shall
not appear in official University publications."
In response to the memo, Lori Stahl, SJSU public affairs officer, said
"(Application forms) are not being distributed by the university."
Stahl also said that references to ROW stipend or award programs in
the new graduate/undergraduate catalogue were removed before news of
the memo was ever received.
"To my knowledge, we are in compliance," Stahl said.
But according to U. Col. Gregory Melton of the SJSU Air Force
ROTC, applications for prospective cadets do request disclosure of sexual orientation.
He said they are for official use only and are not to be distributed outside of the departments of military science and aerospace studies.
According to Stahl, Evans was formally given the memo on Monday.
The memo, dated Dec. 10, 1991, was addressed to the Academic Senate
by its Affumative Action Committee.
Evans intends to address the memo at a future Academic Senate
meeting, although no date has been set yet, Stahl said.
So far, three California State University campuses have taken a stand
on the ROTC issue.
CSU, San Francisco, dropped its ROTC program in 1991.
"We believe the insensitive policies of the Department of Defense as
well as current events justified the re-evaluation of the former relationship with ROW at San Francisco State," according to a letter from
Robert A. Corrigan, university president, to a member of the Academic
Senate there.
According to a recent San Jose Mercury News article, the CSU,
Chico, President Robin Wilson announced his plan to phase out the
campus’ ROTC program starting in 1993.
CSU, Sacramento, is expected to follow suit if the Department of
Defense does not rescind its discriminatory policy by spring 1993, the
article added.
The department’s policy states, in part, that "homosexuality is incompatible with military service" and that "the presence in the military environment of persons who engage in homosexual conduct or who, by their
statements, demonstrate a propensity to engage in homosexual conduct
seriously impairs the accomplishment of the military mission."
CSU and SJSU official policies are in sync regarding their position
on discrimination in the ROTC.
But according to Colleen Bentley-Adler, CSU spokeswoman, the
ROTC issue is "primarily a campus issue."
CSU has granted autonomy to each campus president in addressing
it, according to Bentley-Adler.
"The Department of Defense policy and practice of discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation is inimical to the values of the university,"
according to the CSU Policy on Non -Discrimination and ROTC
Programs unanimously approved last year.
According to SJSU’s Statement on Equal Opportunity, Affirmative
Action and Non-Discrimination, SJSU "is guided by the principle of
equal opportunity including the conviction that there will be no differential treatment of persons because of race, religion, national origin, age,
sex, handicap, veteran’s status, or sexual orientation."
Brooke Shelby Biggs, a senior in journalism and a member of the
SJSU Alternative Lifestyle Political Action Coalition, said that "10 percent of the university population, if the national average holds true, is
gay, and they’re barred from participation in ROTC; that’s just simply
discrimination. It goes completely in the face of our university anti-discrimination policy."
She added, ’What the Academic Senate is doing right now is keeping
the publicity about the fact that ROTC discriminates out of university
publications, but that doesn’t change the fact that the discrimination still
exists."
ALPAC will meet Tuesday at noon in the Student Union Pacheco
Room to discuss ROTC’s discriminatory policies.

Events focus on African Awareness Stanford doctor condemns
Impact of sickle cell [iij AFRICAN
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Dr. Frances Conley, the Stanford neurosurgeon who nearly resigned her tenured position
over what she termed "rampant sexism" in the
medical department, was at SJSU Tuesday to
lecture on gender discrimination.
"Sexual harassment has little to do with sexual attraction, it has everything to do with
power," she said.
Conley devoted much of her time to a discussion of her own experiences in the medical
field. While at Stanford she said she suffered
from "micro-inequities," or the subtle, verbal
barbs used to remind people of a different gender or race that "they will never be one of us."
She pointed out that these words are often
not seen as derogatory by the person speaking
them.
She gave an example of a colleague who
asked her "why isn’t what you have good
enough?" She said although on the surface that
seemed like a compliment of her accomplishments, it was really an implication that she had
come far enough.
People are afraid of a woman who is successful because she is seen as uncontrollable,
she said.
The response to a woman "who had the
audacity to succeed." she said, was not to
encompass her, but eliminate her. She talked of
the "fraternity -hazing quality" she had to
endure while carving her career in a male -dominated field.

Daily staff writer

Sickle cell is not a disease that
afflicts only people of African ancestry.
It’s a genetically transferred disease
which also affects Hispanics, Italians,
Asians and people of Middle Eastern
descent.
That’s the message that Oscar
Battle, health educator at SJSU. wants
to get out to the university community
as part of African Awareness Month.
Battle will he conducting a health
seminar on sickle cell anemia tonight at
6 p.m. in the Educational Opisatunity
Program tutorial room in Wahlquist
library Central.
One form of sickle cell anemia predominantly affects African Americans,
but another form of the disease can
strike other races, according to Battle.
In any form of sickle cell, the blood
cells don’t take the normal round shape.
Some form a sickle, while others crystallize to form a snow flake shape.
No matter what shape or form, the
bottom line of the disease is that it
restricts the body’s ability to carry oxygen through the hemoglobin. Battle
said.
Normal blood cells regenerate every
80 to 120 days, according to Battle.
Sickle cell cuts down the regeneration period to 50 to 60 days.

If the blood is already restricted in
its ability to carry oxygen, the short
regeneration period hampers that ability
even more.
"The tendency under stress is that
the blood cells lose what (oxygen)
they’ve got," Battle said.
While sickle cell hemoglobin can’t
carry much oxygen because of the cell
shape, the short life span of the cells
also prohibits oxygen from being carried to where it’s needed.
Battle said people need to be tested
to see if they are carriers of sickle cell.
Most county clinics will perform
such tests free of charge for African
Americans. But, according to Battle,
other groups may find free testing difficult to obtain.
Although it is not always fatal,
Battle said there are ways for people to
make sure that they don’t become a
fatality.
He said cutting down on undue
stress and strain, refraining from use of
alcohol and getting plenty of rest will
help those with sickle cell anemia.
People with sickle cell have the glucose enzyme missing, and, instead,
have the enzyme valinc in its place.
Battle said researchers are looking at
ways to restructure the cells so that the
miming glucose is returned to its proper
place in the hemoglobin chain.

As a part of African Awareness Month.
ALERT, African Leaders Educating and Rising
Together, is hosting a black recruitment day for high
school students Thursday in the Student Union
Ballroom.
Use event will take up the entire second floor oh
the Student Union.
"We expect about four to five hundred high
school students from Oakland area high schools and
San Jose Union I ligh School District," said Theresa
Offord, a member of the Black Recruitment Day
Committee and vice president of ALERT.
’The students’ counselors will register them.
Grade levels from nine through twelve will attend
the recruitment day," she said.
After a presentation in the ballroom, the students
will attend a self-esteem workshop. From the workshop, students will go to different rooms depending
on what major interests them.
"Engineering, athletics, business, journalism and
education are the fields that the students can choose
from," Offord said.
Each room will be dedicated to a different field of
study and will contain a certain number of packets.
"The first 15 minutes of each workshop will start
with what the general admission requirements are
and will lead into the specific area of study," Offord
said.Perspectives by African -American fraternities.
sororities and other campus African -American organizations will be given at the different workshops.
Use recruitment day for high school students will
be held Thursday from Ft am. to 2 p.m..

sexual harassment on the job
If a frustrated woman chose to file a lawsuit
in protest of poor treatment, winning would
only ostracize her and make her completely
unemployable, she said.
Because of this, society loses a huge
amount of talent to discrimination, she said.
Conley also pointed out that women often
do not receive equal pay. She told of a female
colleague who, after five years at her job, was
receiving the same pay as a male starting his
first-year residency. When she asked her superior about it, he replied "you don’t need the
money as much you’re married."
"Why is my getting up at three in the morning to save a life worth less?" she asked.
Conley said she chose to resign when a doctor, whose actions she found especially sexist.
was promoted to head of her department.
"I truly believe that a boss sets the tone tbr
the workplace environment," she said. "and
that a sexist or mist demeanor at the top translates into validation and perpetuation of that
behavior."
She expressed concern over how it looked
to her patients when he called her "honey." She
thought it looked like they were going off to
"play kissy face."
"What men see as fun can be degrading to
women." she said. Conley said she believed he
was shocked when he found out that she
thought his actions were demeaning.
Women are hurt when they are treated like
See CONLEY, Page 3
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EDITORIAL
Fee hike protest proves
students have backbone
Demonstrators
overcome apathy,
rise to occasion
is one of the
SJSU
vertebrates after all. Let’s
hope the muscles of such
an emerging creature
strengthen so it can be fit to
survive this evolution of student
and not end up an
rights
anomaly after bumping up against
rejection once again.
Their backs long stooped by years of
oppression from governing bodies, the
students at SJSU with their ancestral trait
of political apathy have taken a first step
to a new stature and they should be
applauded, no matter what the eventual
outcome.
They’re improving their posture and
it’s a beautiful sight.
They’ve grown to understand that,
despite J. Handel Evans’ strenuous
assertions that the money needed for the
CSU system is not to be found anywhere
else in the state budget, students cannot
have the buck passed to them and
more bucks taken from them.
lhey don’t have the money either.

Somehow the governor and the CSU
trustees have gotten the impression that
students are an untapped and unwilling
resource. Just squeeze them a little more
arid cash will flow.
Wrong.
Students are citizens of the state of
California too, as Ameze Washington
made excessively clear, and students are
suffering from the same recession as
everyone else. They’re not just selfish.
spoiled little kids holding back out of
spite.
Many at Tuesday’s protest were there
because they were afraid. Afraid of the
known that they won’t be able to
come back next semester unless someone
listens and halts the impending increase.
It’s finally sunk in that they can’t rely
on superficial student representatives or
going through channels to get a point
across. Students went straight to the
university president Tuesday to make a
statement, even though he wouldn’t sign
their petition, even though he wouldn’t
lead this weekend’s Sacramento rally and
flesh out his verbal support for students.
Yet they’re standing up anyway. If
Evans can’t handle supporting students
more than just "sympathizing" with
them, students have to stay strong,
develop their fighting muscles and
represent themselves.
They’re on their feet at last. Let’s pray
in the name of Darwin himself, that the
evolutionary process continues.

WRITER’S
Monika Jung
FORUM
Attitudes need changing
well, well. Mike ’1)+son
Well,
finally found a tight he
couldn’t yell "rematch"
after he didn’t like the
outcome of the first.
On Monday he was found guilty of
raping an 18 -year-old Miss Black
America beauty contestant and on
Tuesday, women and men around
campus brought forth their verdicts. It
was really amazing to hear from the
majority of students that the woman he
raped, in a way, deserved it.
How absolutely ludicrous!
So she went into his room after
midnight. So it is known around the
country Tyson is an abusive womanizer
and that any breathing woman should
stay the hell away from him.
This doesn’t mean that an 18-year-old
should pay the price for an animal like
Tyson who obviously doesn’t understand
right from wrong.
"She shouldn’t have gone to Tyson’s
room that late. What did she think he
a conversation?"
wanted from her
This was the main comment about the
guilty verdict and it reflects the
insensitivity toward rape victims who
dress seductively and are out past their
bedtime. It seems like the majority of
people are saying she asked for it.
Just because a girl says "yes" to a late
date doesn’t mean she deserves to have
sex against her will. Come on people.
Some 18-year-old girls, just out of high
school may be a tiny bit naive about
what men really want. It is appalling that
some people believe this girl deserves a
well-known boxer on top of her, forcing
her to have sex.
Tyson’s defense for the rape charge
was that he is a crude womanizer and his
accuser must have known he wanted sex.
That’s like saying a women deserves
to be raped if she is walking on a dark
street by herself.
This attitude is demeaning to both
women and men. It once again puts
blame on the rape victim as if what she

did was a crime, diverting attention from
the real criminal.
Why does this happen?
Do we really believe women are shedevils that lead men like Tyson into
raping? Do we really think a woman
shouldn’t go out on a date after midnight,
because she is putting herself in a
vulnerable position and therefore
deserves to be raped?
It seems as though we are all a little
too influenced by the biblical Adam and
Eve story, in which Eve tempts Adam to
eat a forbidden apple. Adam eats the
apple, and because of this we lost the
chance to live in paradise and are
condemned to live in this world forever.
Of course, all throughout school, little
religious girls were taught that Eve is the
reason human beings don’t live in this
beautiful garden. The way I see it, Adam
is the reason we don’t live there, lie ate
the apple, not Eve.
The same mentality holds true for
rape cases involving women. It seems :is
though the public is punishing women
for allegedly tempting men.
If I see a guy walking down a street
late at night and he is wearing shorts that
show off his sexy legs, I don’t think it is
my right to rape that individual.
Is it so hard to understand that just
because we see a person dressed sexily
and out past a supposedly proper time
doesn’t mean a human being’s body
deserves to be trespassed upon?
Wake up people! This is the ’90s. We
are going to have to learn how to
communicate between the sexes.
Everybody knows what NO means.
right?
Women and men with egos and
mentalities like Tyson should take
responsibility for their own disgusting
crimes. Stop pointing your fingers at the
victims in these cases. Let’s start
identifying the real criminals.
Monika Jung is a Daily staff writer.
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me anti-semantic, but we need
to rename a few positions in the
pseudo-government that is SJSU
and California State University.
Nature, often a microcosm of our urban
world, may have some lessons to teach us.
Perhaps you caught this PBS
documentary. David Attenborough, take it
away:
To read a paper, attend a forum or
peruse a flyer, one might erroneously
conclude that we have some peculiar
breed of two-legged mammal in this fine
state’s institutions of higher education
whose non -Latin name is ... repeat after
me .....Student Representatives."
Ssst00000dennnt
Repreeeeesssennntatiivesss.
Very good. We’ll call them SRs. I
doubt you’ve seen any around these here
parts lately. They’re very rare, and their
natural habitat has been encroached upon
by the omnivorous beast. Apathy, and
now is limited to tiny regions in rural
Davis and Berkeley.
The Student Representative is often
imitated (the sincerest form of flattery) by
its cousins, whose territory is much wider,
and can often be seen stampeding in the
wide-open spaces of the national refuge
known as Slat
Because they are indistinguishable on
the surface from Student Representatives,
these copycats can fool even those evervigilant naturalists, the Voters. But the
first step toward fighting the dangerous
C;ill

imitators is recognizing them.
The primary differences between the
Student Representative and its cousins can
be found in each species’ physiology.
Through some genetic freak of nature,
the SR’s cousins have distinctly shrunken
cerebral cortexes. Also, the cardiology of
these relatives is a significant scientific
indicator in that the atria and ventricles
are shriveled and almost non-functional,
rendering the heart muscle practically
vestigial.
Another quality that distinguishes
between the two varieties is their sense of
hearing. While the genuine SR has a keen
sense of hearing, and an acute ability to
react to its surroundings, its cousin is
essentially deaf.
This makes it impossible for the false
representative to carry on the symbiotic
relationship key to a true SR’s survival.
The true SR must interact in a give-andtake between other beings within its
territory.
More vulnerable species which share
the SR’s territory (primarily the elusive
beast known as the Student) choose
individual SRs to support. They offer the
SR an enzyme which enlarges its
ravenous ego and dilutes the potentially
poisonous levels of humility in its blood.
In return, Students make their needs
known through transmission via a highly
structured communication system of
clicks and whirs.
In the ideal situation, the SR provides

shelter and a front line of defense to
protect those species that depend upon it
When a voracious band of Trustees or a
vicious herd of hirsute Legislators
threaten to swallow up their partner
Students, the SRs are prepared to do battle
unto death.
The false SR cannot hear, understand,
or care (because of their physiological
faults) about Students’ needs, and
therefore never protect them.
But Students, as well, often can’t
distinguish between the true SR and the
false one. Therefore, when they choose a
partner SR with which to coexist to
supply them with the means of their
survival, it is not until they have starved
or been left without shelter that they
realize they’ve been hoodwinked.
If the false SR continues to flourish, it
may just sign its own extinction
certificate. As long as it lures innocent
Students into its lair, Students will
continue to decline. And thus, the false
SR will be effectively killing off its
supply of ego enzyme.
And we all know SRs will sputter,
wheeze and expire within days. Some
scientists debate whether it is the
shriveled ego, or the resultant overdose of
humility that kills them.
Perhaps we’ll only know for sure after
Students go the way of the dodo bird.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is a Spartan Daily
columnist. Her column appears every
Wednesday.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Stand up for choice
Editor,
My grandfather’s first wife died in a
back- alley abortion. That changed the entire
course of two generations: my grandfather’s
and my father’s. 1)avid Reeves ("Abortions
had news," Letters, Monday) would have
you believe that legal abortions are equally
as dangerous as the one that killed my
grandmother. He is uninformed, over-exaggerating and wrong. Legal clinics are under
constant scrutiny by the American Medical
Association and other medical and govern-

ment agencies. By keeping abortion legal,
we can assure that women receive the safest,
cleanest care possible. Abortion, legal or
illegal, is a fact of life. If Roe v. Wade is
overturned, it will be a fact of death.
I was at a women’s clinic on Saturday,
ready to defend my rights as a female and a
friend said something that really hit home:
"Where there is no life, there is no death." I
support the Feb. 10 editorial in the Spartan
Daily with great enthusiasm. There is an
overwhelming threat to women and the right
to govern their txxlies. It is essential to the
Pro-Choice movement and to the rights of

EDITORIAL STAFF
executive editor

women everywhere that the media support
our civil rights.
With people like David Reeves around,
women will die in back alleys and the trash
cans will overflow. There is a SJSU ProChoice Coalition meeting today from 2-4
p.m. in the Guadalupe Room of the Student
Union. I encourage men and women to stand
up to the oppressive forces of time bombs
like David Reeves.
Jo Ann Dimond
Freshman, Undeclared
Co-coordinator, SJSU Pro-Choke
Coalition
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Tom
AK BAVAN CLUB: General

meeting, 1 p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Rm.,
call 996-2723.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Open I2x12 Meeting, 12:15p.m.,
basement of Campus Ministry Center,
call 266-9606.
ART DEPARTMENT: Student
Galleries Art Show, 9a.m.-6p.m., Art
Dept, call 924-4330.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD:
Wednesday Night Cinema "Little Man
Tate", 6p.m. and 9p.m., S.U. Ballroom,
call 924-6263.

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation,
ip.m.. S.U. Almaden Rm.; On-Campus
Interview Orientation, 5:30p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rm. call 924-6033.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: "Exploring Catholic
Faith," 7:30p.m.-9p.m., Campus
Christian Center, call 298-0204.
DEPARTMENT OF
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE:
Seminar, I:30p.m. DH 135, call 9244900.
NATIONAL PRESS
PHOTO(. ItAPHERS
ASSOCIATON: Guest Lecturer,
7:30p.m., A. S. Chambers, call 9243245.

PSI CHI: Meeting, 12:30p.m., Psi
Chi Lounge ,DMH 337, call 629-5108.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Brown Bag Lunch.
noon-1:30p.m., S.U. Pacheco Rm., call
924-5930.
RIGID AIRSHIP
RENAISSANCE PROGRAM:
"Rigid Airships Past. Present and
Future," 3:30p.m., Eng. Bldg. Rm. 189,
call 924-4150.
SIGMA THETA PSI: Bake Sale,
9a.m.-2p.m., front of S.U.. call 2813850.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Meeting,
7:30p.m., S.U. Almaden Rm., call 2986928.

CONLEY: Speaking frankly
From Front Page
they’re invisible, when their comments
are ignored and when they’re
addressed by their first name while the
men are called "Mister," Conley said.
Not all men behave in a manner
that degrades women, she acknowledged.
"A few bad apples will spoil the
entire environment," she said.
One student said she appreciated
how Conley was able to make her
points without being unfair.
"She gave credit to men. She said
this isn’t a majority," said environmental studies student Elaine Petracca.
Conley said it upset her, however, that
the men with whom she enjoyed supportive relationships usually told her
to put up with her harassment.
She returned to Stanford, she said,
because the deaprtment was making
advances in dealing with the problem.
Conley blamed tradition for making it difficult for people to break out
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of culturally acceptable norms.
"Girls learn it is ladylike to remain
silent," she said. Society teaches them
they should be quiet, nice, thin and
preferably blonde, she said. Beauty is
valued above intelligence or skill.
She questioned the double standards women, such as TV anchors,
must endure. "How many women
anchors are ditched when beauty, not
talent fails?" she asked. She wondered
aloud if a woman who looked like Ted
Koppel would be allowed on the air.
Students crowded around her after
her lecture, many to relay their experiences with sexual harassment and ask
advice. One woman wondered what to
do when referred to as "honey" at
work. Conley told her to dish it right
back.
"Say ’OK, poopsie, I’ll try to have
that by noon,’" she advised. How to
deal with the problem really depends
on the environment, she said.
She told women to take advantage

of their numbers. One woman
approaching a professor to complain
about an offensive remark would
probably be told to "lighten up," she
said. But a group of women surrounding a professor would be much more
effective.
For women in more sensitive situations, she advises a risk-benefit analysis. Sometimes a woman might find
the damage to her career would be too
great if she spoke up. Conley tells
these women to document the offensive behavior, using the date, time and
names of witnesses. These can later be
used against the person.
"I believe it’s going to be a new
wave of the women’s movement," said
environmental studies graduate
Carolynn Bissett. The lecture was
sponsored by SJSU’s Institute for
Social Responsibility which gives
talks dealing with ethical issues in the
workplace and society, said the institute’s Director Michael Katz.

SJSU FANTASY/STRATEGY
CLUB: "Illuminati Vampire,"
530p.m., S.U. Pacheco Rm., call 9247097.
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE:
Meeting, 2p.m.-4p.m., S.D. Guadalupe
km. call 924-6500.
STUDENT HOMELESS
ALLIANCE: Meeting, 6p.m., DMH
208, call 335-7039.
STUDENTS UNITED FOR
ACCESSIBLE EDUCATION:
Op.:11 meeting, I I:30a.m., Spartan
Mcnii inal Chapel, call 929-7042.

ThgeS,W20

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

ART DEPARTMENT: Student
Galleries Art Show, 9a.m.-6p.m., Art
Dept, call 924-4330.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST: Night life, 8 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rm., call 293-5897.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Dinner,
6p.m.-7:30p.m., Campus Ministry
Center, call 298-0204.
CHI ALPHA’S RADICAL
REALITY: Christian fellowship, 1
p.m., Spartan Chapel, call 248-3694.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Professional
event, 7:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm.,
call 227-0727.
DISABLED STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 4p.m.,
ADM conference room, call 924-6000.

HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco km.
call 924-2707.
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Lecture,
1:30 p.m., SC! 251. call 924-5245.
PSI CHI: Meeting, 2:30 p.m.. DMII
337, call 629-5108
SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS: Meeting and guest
speakers, 12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m., ENG
189, call 287-8863.
SJSU CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CLUB: Guest speaker. 5 p.m., CCB
118, call 944-0919.
THEATRE ARTS DEPT.:
Storytelling, 7:30 p.m. HGH Studio
Theatre, call 924-4574.

PROTEST: Turnout strong
From Front Page
you."
In the final moments, the students
demanded that Evans sign the petition
against the increase.
When he refu.sed, the crowd started
banging on the desks in his office.
I.t. Shannon Maloney from UPD
escorted Evans outside.
Evans commented after the rally
that he has great sympathy for the students since they reflect the frustrations
and concerns that many people in
California feel.
"What lam concerned with is what
will happen if we don’t get the
money," Evans said.
Evans is scheduled to be at the
CSU Trustees’ meeting in Long
Beach today.
"I will say something," Evans
promised the crowd.
"I will represent you."

The chanting, banner-waving
crowd, had originally assembled outside the Student Union for the SUAE
sponsored protest.
They had come to listen to faculty
and student speakers and to voice their
own anger over the increase.
Students were mostly concerned
about not being able to attend classes
next semester with the fee increase
imposed.
"You won’t be here to go to class if
you don’t get involved," Torres said to
the crowd.
"Higher education is not a privilege, it’s a right," said James Aldana,
an SUAE member.
SUAE members were happy with
the number of people who turned out,
and with the energy generated, said
Patricia Aguirre, of SUAE.
"Numbers are the most important
thing," said Juan Hero, founder of
SI inE.

"This is more than we expected."
He said he collected approximately
240 signatures on the petitions circulated during the protest.
Another protest is planned for
today at 9:30 a.m. in front of the
trustees’ meeting room in Long
Beach.
This protest will have students
from CSU, Long Beach, CSU,
Northridge, San Diego State
University and California State
Polytechnic University, according to
Ron Palacio, University Affairs
Director for the California State
Student Association.
SUAE will send two representatives to the protest, according to Hato.
An SUAE meeting is planned for
today at 11:30 a.m. in Spartan
Memorial Chapel to organize students
to attend the CSSA-sponsored student
lobby day to be held in Sacramento on
Saturday. Sunday and Monday.

Buchanan claims victory in NH
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) President Bush gained grudging victory Tuesday night in the New
Hampshire presidential primary, with
challenger Patrick J. Buchanan claiming more than 40 percent of the
Republican vote to fuel his conservative rebellion.
Former Sen. Paul E. Tsongas of
Massachusetts won the five-way
Democratic race, gaining 33 percent in
partial returns and ratifying his frontrunner status.
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton ran second among the Democrats and pronounced himself "the comeback kid."
Sen. Bob Kerrey had a narrow lead
over Tom Harkin of Iowa in the race
for third place.
Former California Gov. Jerry
Brown was running fifth.
While other candidates celebrated
in New Hampshire, Bush accepted his
victory, with 57 percent of the vote, in
a written White House statement:
"This election was far closer than
many had predicted."
The president was leading 57 percent to 41 percent with nearly threequarters of the precincts counted.
In other circumstances, that would
be a solid win, but for an incumbent
president seeking a second term, challenged by a conservative columnist
with no elective background, it wasn’t
good enough.
Buchanan’s showing was magnified by reports of early network exit
polls projecting an outcome closer
than it was.
All in all, the New Hampshire

results did little to alter to political
landscape.
Clinton was heading for the
Southern primaries in March with a
modest head of steam and relief that
the character controversies had not
derailed his campaign.
Celebrating his Democratic victory,
Tsongas said New Hampshire made
Bush president "and he forgot the people of New Hampshire and tonight
they remembered him."
Interrupted by a ringing telephone,
Tsongas quipped: "Answer the phone
and tell George Bush he cannot concede til November."
Bush said he would keep his case
before the voters and win the nomination. "Now, on to the South," he said.
Buchanan, claiming his victory
defeat, said he’ll be there, too. "The
battle of New Hampshire is over and
won, now begins the battle of the
South," he told cheering supporters at
a Manchester restaurant.
"...We can take this battle to the
entire country."
He repeated his campaign theme,
declaring: "There is nothing wrong
with putting America First," The
crowd chanted in return: "God Bless
America. God Bless Pat."
Polls of voters leaving their polling
places showed that the economy and
jobs were the issues that mattered
most to both Republicans and
Democrats. Early exit polls reported
by ABC found that 52 percent of
Buchanan voters said they voted for
him to send a message, compared with
47 percent who said he would make

the best president. More than half said
they would not vote for Bush if he was
the choice in November.
Angela Bay Buchanan, manager of
the challenger, said. "This is a victory.
Protest votes don’t run this high. We’re
going against a president in his own
party in the state that put him in

office."
But Bush supporters said Buchanan
had peaked in this small, conservative
state.
"New Hampshire is Pat
Buchanan’s best shot’ said Gov. Judd
Gregg, a Bush partisan like the rest of
the Republican establishment.
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TIED HOUSE
Cafe& Brewery

rot Pact!
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Mention this ad for student discount

Through (I Special Agreement. QMLY 50 Tickets ’Slotted Per (allege.

Taste our GOLD MEDAL winner Tied House Dark,
our SILVER MEDAL winner Tied House Dry,
and our SIX other fresh, handcrafted brews

ALL YOU CAN EAT CHINESE BBQ BUFFET

Express yourself with custom screenprinting
from Sunshine Graphics.

ORDER NOW!
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NOW

Cafe & Brewery

KING’S MANGOLOAN B.B.Q.

417wekoesamait(24/4"5,
AVAILAILI
* Includes: Roundttip cruise
FOR MY
for two adults aboard the
luxury ocean liner, M.V.
Pacific Star from San
Diego, Calif. to Mexico,
PER PERSON
along with 4 days and 3
nights ocean view hotel
accommodations at the Hotel Paralso Las
Palmas while In Ensenada, Mexico.
* Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.
* Tickets valid for I year from date of purchase, transferable.
* DRINKING AGE 18 VI MEXICO.
* $529 retail value.

TIED HOUSE
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curmIC6

656 Auzerois Avenue, Unit C Son Jose, CA (408) 977-1022
Discount otter expires 3.6.92

FREE PARKING IN SAN JOSE! (kind of)
Show us your dated parking stub and we’ll
subtract the parking fee from your tab when you buy
2 entrees OR a pitcher of beer
Not vend with any other promotion or War

THE
CONVENIENCE
STORE
at the Events Center
SODAS, JUICES, YOGURT BARS, POWER
BARS, CANDY BARS, MUFFINS, TRAIL MIN
COOKIES, COUGH DROPS, SHAMPOO,
BANDAIDS, SOAP, MERCURY NEWS,
WALL STREET JOURNAL, COSMOPOLITAN
TIME, NEWSWEEK, SCANTRONS.
BLUE BOOKS, NUMBER TWO PENCILS,
T-SHIRTS, SHORTS. SWEATS, HATS,
WATER BOTTLES, COFFEE MUGS,
BUMPER STICKERS. COMPUTER DISKS.
BATTERIES
. AND MUCH. MUCH MORE.

NOW OPEN:
MONDAY - FRIDAY
7:15am - 9:30pm
924-1849

466,1IN SPAR’!

\\ BOOKSTORE
,1, !NATI \
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SJSU houses reactor
Gieger counter
crackles at
Duncan Hall
By Christal Niederer
Duly staff writer

The Geiger counter crackles
insistently as Norman L. McElroy,
radiation safety officer of SJSU’s
nuclear science facility, shows off
one of the hottest, or most radioactive items in the department. It is a
rock taken from the Grand Canyon.
McElroy likes to point out that radiation often comes from natural
sources.

"People probably think that this
is the only platy on campus that has
radiation," he said. While it probably has the most, he likes to draw
attention to the fact that we are constantly being bombarded by cosmic
rays and radiation from natural
causes.
"People seem to forget there is
always radiation around us," he
said.
The facility has operated for the
last 20 years with little apprehension from the campus or community.
"We are very concerned about
being a good neighbor," McElroy
said.
The nuclear science facility is
located below Duncan Hall. There
are 23 students in the radiation safety masters program, most of whom
are already working in their field.
"We teach radiation safety from
A to Z," said Peter Englert, director
of the nuclear science facility.
"There’s absolute guaranteed
employment in the radiation safety
field," McElroy said. "The number
of people in the trade is lowering
when society is becoming more
concerned with radiation." There
should be more positions than people to fill them for the next 10 to 15
years, he estimated.
Graduates find jobs as radiation
safety officers in hospitals, biomedical research and industrial firms
and national laboratories.
One student is a safety inspector

for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
Students are taught the operational aspects of the radiation field,
Englert said. They learn how to
understand radiation regulations,
how to measure radiation and how
to provide protection from it.
"People get it in their head that
radiation used for medical purposes
must be good radiation," said
McElroy. "Well, it’s all radiation
and it’s neither inherently good nor
bad. It’s simply if you handle it
safely it won’t hurt you."
He said some people are even
beginning to believe that a little
radiation is beneficial.
He cited an experiment with a
group of rats that were shielded
from normal background radiation.
They died at about two-thirds the
age of the control group exposed to
normal radiation.
To show that sources of radiation
are all around he demonstrated with
a Geiger counter the radioactivity of
such common objects as a packet of
lantern mantles (always wash Your
hands after changing mantles, he
advises), a clock with a lighted dial
and a piece of bright orange pottery.
"I’ve never been contaminated,"
he said. "Although a couple times
I’ve reached about one-hundredth of
the limit."
The triple triangle radiation symbol and the warning of radioactive
material present is unnerving, but
McElroy maintains there is no danger.
He said the bad ’mutation radiation has is undeserved because
exposure can be measured all the
way down to normal background
levels.
McElroy said the worst that
could happen to someone in the
facility is a contamination that
could be washed off with soap and
water.
Everyone is required to be
metered for traces of radiation
before they leave.
One student in the last year
received a low dose of contamination, but McElroy said it was no
problem because it was detected
soon after it happened and safely

washed away.
The labs have safety showers,
just in case, and everyone wears
film badges that measure their radiation exposure.
The badge is like a piece of Xray film, and the facility sends
about 100 a month to a lab for processing. If the film is exposed, the
lab can determine the dosage
received by how dark the film
becomes.
All of the badges come out at
normal background level, except for
two that stay in the more highly
irradiated areas.
He said the levels are safe
enough for someone to work within
them 168 hours a week, but said
they stay well below that.
The rooms are locked and he
said people need to give him a good
reason for going down there.
One of these rooms holds the
waste-water tanks that contain the
water from the lab sinks. Before the
water is expelled into the sewer, it is
tested for radiation. The standards
they use assume a person can safely
drink the water right as it comes out
of the pipe as their principal water
supply.
The other room houses a
machine that can create high-level
doses of radiation. They generally
use it to see how packaging reacts
to radiation since many medical
supplies are sterilized by radiation.
They test to find packaging that
holds up under the stress and chemical changes that radiation causes.
It is also used to see how radiation affects other things, such as a
seed, or a fruit fly. They examine
the subtle mutations radiation causes. Perhaps a wing will be bigger or
legs will be stuck together.
"We aren’t going to create anything you’ve seen in the movies,"
McElroy laughed.
The facility generates about five
to six 55-gallon drums of radioactive waste a year. It is shipped to
Hanford, Wash., one of three
radioactive waste dumps in the
country. It costs the university about
$400 to $600 per barrel to ship the
waste.
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Student Homeless Alliance
worries over shelter closure
By Faye Wells
Jesuit philosophy of education fits in
well with that mission," Dingell said.
SJSU homeless activist Scott
Only undergraduates may join
Wage’s is wonied. He does not know
SCCAP, but anyone can volunteer to
work for one of the organization’s 40
where the 300 homeless who spend
nights in the San Jose Armory will go
programs.
Oakland’s Dignity Housing West
when it closes in six weeks.
differs from SCCAP and from the
Usually the people sheltered in the
SHA in that it is run primarily by the
armory drift back to the Guadalupe
homeless and a few advocates. The
corridor, but recent rainfall and police
organization has also received more
sweeps have made living under the
said.
he
more
difficult,
than $4.7 million in grants for housing
river’s bridges
and additional funds for a medical care
Wagers, president of SJSU’s Student
and job training center.
Homeless Alliance, will raise the issue
Terry Messman,
at tonight’s meeting
coordinator of the
at 6:00 p.m. in
Oakland group,
Dudley
said the homeless
Moorhead Hall ’If students get involved and lend their
movement needs
The
208).
will
it
...
to
the
homeless
struggle,
power
students.
Alliance’s mem"If students
bership includes
strength to the homeless
immense
give
get involved and
students, commovement’
lend their power,
munity activists,
commitment and
faculty
and
homeless people.
Terry Messman credibility to the
homeless strug"One option
Coordinator of Oakland’s Dignity /lousing West
gle, it will give
is a tent city’ he
immense strength
said. "But the
Armory in San Jose was not intended group active in behalf of the homeless. to the homeless movement," Messman
Wagers met in San Francisco with said.
as an on-going thing. It was intended
He said students provided much of
to be for the homeless of the early the Bay Area Homeless Project, a consortium of 12 university groups that the power behind the civil rights
Wagers and the SHA take the view serve the homeless. Called the movement and advocates "militant
that homelessness results from the "Advocacy Boot Camp’ the purpose civil disobedience."
After Dignity Housing peacefully
economic structure of society in which of the meeting was to teach students
people invest in property and house how to advocate for the homeless as occupied buildings, the city of
Oakland began to listen, and the
people for profii High rents and prop- well as to provide social services.
The SHA invites the homeless to homeless took over Housing and
erty values have helped eliminate lowUrban Development structures.
be members.
cost housing.
"You have to do more than sit
"None of the other (campus)
San Jose needs more single-room
occupancy buildings, according to groups could say that," said Mike down with city officials," Messman
Wagers, but has no plans to construct Eaton, program coordinator for the said. "Most politicians know homeless
enough buildings to accommodate the Bay Area Homeless Project that spon- people are not powerful people, that
growing number of homeless.
they don’t contribute heavily to camsored the meeting.
"The city is going to build 5,000
Bill Dingell from the Santa Clara paigns. They look at the homeless as a
units of low-income housing over the University Community Action minority they can ignore."
next five years," Wagers said.
Program agreed.
"Our strong recommendation to the
"7he SHA in my view is really a SHA is to look at the civil rights
"There are 20,000 homeless now
(in the county) and the number is good model for doing this kind of movement of the ’60s and use civil
growing by 20 percent a year," he said. action because they’re working with non-violent demonstrations. Now it’s
Last fall, the SHA took members the people as well as for them," he time to take over some buildings,"
of the San Jose Family Shelter, threat- said.
Messman said. "You do it to show that
SCCAP has 500 volunteers work- the homeless are not going to die
ened for closure because of lack of
funds, to the county supervisors’ ing for children, the homeless and silently in the streets."
meeting to request money to remain education.
"If we, a rag-tag group of homeopen.
"It’s an exclusively student-run less, can create millions of dollars for
The shelter, also known as Las organization. Ours is to shake students housing then they can do it where stuPlumas, is one of two which accom- out of their Catholic roots and the dents are active’
modate both women and children and
which remain open for day care.
In addition to pushing for more low
-income housing, SHA has obtained a
greater voice for the homeless within
the shelters.
"We are starting procedures so that
homeless have representation in the
grievance process without fear of
reprisal," he said.
"The homeless help make and
monitor rules in shelters without fear
of eviction."
The SHA is not the only university
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new "Capitols" service or
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Now take Amtrak’s "Capitols" or "San Joaquins"
to your destination for the regular fare, and your
return trip is only $1. Travel between San Francisco
and Sacramento for just $17 roundtrip, or between San
Francisco and Fresno for just $40 roundtrip.
$1 return fare is good any day aboard Amtrak,

including special Amtrak bus connections serving
such cities as Reno, Redding, Chico and Monterey.
See your travel agent or call Amtrak at
1-800-USA-RAIL for details.
Amtrak Stations: San Francisco: ’flansbay
Thrminal, 425 Mission Street; Oakland: 17th & Wood

Streets; San Jose: 65 Cahill Street; Berkeley: 3rd
at University Avenue; Richmond: BART Station,
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Suisun City.
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WORLD EVENTS

TUUANA, Mexico (AP) -Organizers of
the city’s only clinic for indigent AIDS
patients say Mexican health officials harass
and ignore them to try to drive the program
away.
But an official with the federal health center, where the program is housed, blames the
problem more on jurisdiction than to rejection.
Mary McCarthy, a University of California
at San Diego nurse and founder of the clinic,
said she got permission from Mexican health
officials in October 1989 to treat people with
AIDS on Tuesday evenings at the Centro de
Salud, the federal health department.
Since then, she said, there have been five
health directors in charge of the facility, and
none has welcomed the program.
"With each succeeding one, we have been
ignored or harassed in ways that made it clear
we are not wanted" McCarthy said.
During the past five weeks, she said, the
clinic’s volunteer staff has arrived to find the
department’s driveway chained off and the
doors locked.

TODAY - Chance of showers with highs in the upper 50s.
TOMORROW- Mostly cloudy with highs in the low 60s.

They have found part of their area filled
with boxes, desks and debris. The clinic’s
medical director, Dr. Jose Luis Lepe Zuniga,
said the remaining space is so substandard, he
will no longer see patients there.
Lepe said he has repeatedly tried to talk to
the center’s health director, Dr. Marco
Antonio Lira Pedrin. "He always says that
next week, he will leave the keys with the
secretaries. Then the next week, they don’t
know anything about that."
Dr. Ernesto Macareno, health services
coordinator for the federal health center,
blamed the problem on jurisdiction problems
and balancing priorities.
"The two highest priorities that we have
are first, universal vaccination of children
over the age of 5, and second, the prevention
and control of AIDS," Macareno said.
Macareno said the health center is forming
a group to coordinate and regulate the AIDS
work of private groups like McCarthy’s. The
committee would try to ensure that only qualified people are doing legitimate work,
Macareno said.
Lepe conceded that Lira has emphasized
he is not asking the clinic to leave, but says he
is doubtful.
"I don’t think they are interested in having
the clinic there. It’s awkward having a civilian
group acting in a public health office," Lepe
said.

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertiser below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
clarallial columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing Social
support to those suffering from
mental illness. Great
experience for psych. majors
We train (408) 436-0606.
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African gtfts.
463 So. Bascom Ave.
San lose, CA. 95128 2794342,
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no chrege.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now’ For brochure see
A S. Office or
Call 800-655-3225.
EARN $$$ for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by selling
stikscreened t shirts or sweatshirts
WI your custon design or logo
(6 color max) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clara
Call Brainstorm Graphics fora
quote today!!! 4984343.
SPARTAN DAILY
ADVERTISING GETS RESULTS’
AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED/II
Get free grants up to 8500,000
from US Gov’t. and not pay a penny
back! Get 10-20 secured credit
cards at only 8% with 84000
instant credit. Complete listing of
gov’t job openings from $25k-63k
For information write to I C S Box
3205. Saratoga, CA 950/0-1205
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than
81,000,000,000. In financial aid is
available to students annually
I.C.S. Corp. can find 6 to 25
sources of financial assistance
geared specifically to you For free
and complete information, write to
I.C.S. Corp. P.O. Box 3205
Saratoga CA. 95070.
’Time is e terrible thing to waste.
Do it now.

AUTOMOTIVE
Si HONDA CIVIC 4 Sp., AC, AM/FM
case. 78k mi. Very good condition
$3990. obo 408 7764166 N vies
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
$200.
89 Mercedes
_850.
86 1AV...
$100.
87 Mercedes
850
65 Mustang
Choose from thousands starting
at 825. FREE 24 how recording
reveals details. 1301.379.2929
Copyright N CA29111C.

...............

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drrvers"Good Rates for Non-Good Drains’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
"Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-1

FOR SALE
WEDDING DRESS Full iength hoop
skirt. Ruffled off-shoulder sleeves.
Size 10/12. lint. cond. Originally
8500. Sell for $175. 244-5759.
RAPE ASSAULT!
PROTECT YOURSELF. Compact,
legal stun guns will stop arty
attacker. For brochure: Send lap
s.a.s.e to: Hill Associates, P.O
Box 33144, Los Gatos, CA 95031.

GREEK
FOR
WANTED:2 GREEK
Alpha Omicron Pi. Morning &
evening hours available. For more
into, call 993-8735 or 998.1439

HELP WANTED
THE ORIGINAL CRAB HOUSE
Now hiring:
’Cooks
’Bartenders
‘Servers yr/ Dinner House exp.
-Min. 2 weekday lunch avail.
Apply in person, 2-4 vadays.
5506 Monterey Rd.
(at Blossom Hill)
in Monterey Plaza.
RETAIL/CUSTOMER SERVICE
200 New Jobs for New Year.
Inter’ housewares chain PT, FT,
flex, hrs eves. & weekends poss
No cop nec. Will train!
GUARANTEED MINIMUM
STARTING PAY RATE $11.25
Students’ paid internships &
scholarshtps avail 977.3661
$7.00- SOO PER NOUN
runtime or Partttme
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS
Excellent benefits
Credit union
Vacation pay
Free uniforms or non uniformed
Referral bonus
Apply Mon., Fri 8 arn 5 pm
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
Berk.. San Tomas/Olcott near 101
LEAGUE SUPERVISOR wanted to
plan, emplement. and evaluate
leagues and tournaments for Associated Students Leisure Services
Intramural Sports Must have caper
ernes organizing Incirtedual & team
sports Must have or take first aid
& CPR Must be current student,
work-study welcome. Approx 20
hr/wk afternoons, eves, & whends ,
oncampus $6 05 - $6 40
per hour Apply by Feb 28 Student
Actiottes & Servces 924-5950
POSTAL JOSE AVAILASLEI
Many positions Great benefits Call
800 338 3388 Eat P.1310
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT/rno Free
fisheries Earn 85000
transportaton! Room & board’ Over
8,000 openings Male or Female
For employment program call
1.206 545-4155 ext 317.
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McDonalds
insults French
super chef

0 Health officials
ignore AIDS
program

II San lose State University

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) French super chef Paul Bocuse was not
amused by a McDonald’s advertisement
depicting him standing in a kitchen near a
colleague who is daydreaming of Big Macs.
Bocuse threatened to sue McDonald’s, and
demanded a public apology.
Today, a director of the fast food chain’s
operations in the Netherlands met in Paris to
seek a settlement with Bocuse’s lawyers, who
say they want $2.7 million in damages.
In the advertising poster, which appeared
last year in McDonald’s restaurants in the
Netherlands, Bocuse and four other chefs
examine a pile of plump chickens. A cartoontype bubble above one has a chef thinking
"Big Mac."
"The confusion, for commercial purposes,
with the art we practice with fast food has
hurt us deeply and caused us considerable
damage," Bocuse said in a statement in Lyon,
France.
McDonald’s officials say they have sent
Bocuse a letter of apology and destroyed all
the posters.
At today’s meeting, company officials said
they were willing to pay compensation.
"They discussed several things among
which of course was a financial settlement,"
McDonald’s spokeswoman Yvette Mol said.
Earlier, she said: "Obviously it was a
human enor."
Mol said the ad campaign’s developers
were unaware of Bocuse’s identity when they
used the picture from a photo archive, even
though Bocuse and two other chefs have
"Paul Bocuse" printed on their tunics.
"They didn’t realize who it was. They just
didn’t know him," Mol said.
Bocuse claimed the poster had been seen
in Maastricht during December’s European
Community summit.
But Mol said there is no McDonald’s in
the southern Dutch city.
"If we had wanted to take a famous chef,
we would have taken one who was known in
Holland; someone Dutch," said Mol.
McDonald’s agreed to cancel the ads after
an objection was filed by the government.

o Animal lovers

6) 19 Killed on
Election Eve
AMRITSAR, India (AP) - The fear of
death hung over Punjab Thesday on the eve of
crucial state legislative elections that many
see as a battle between Sikh separatism and
Indian unity.
Gunmen shot and killed 19 villagers in
southern Punjab Tuesday morning in what
appeared lobe a grim warning to prospective
voters.
Sikh rebels have vowed to kill the first five
people who vote on Wednesday. The number
is important to the militants because it is the
holy number in their faith.
"It is a fight between bullet and ballot,"
said Avtar Singh, a storeowner in Amritsar,
the Sikh holy city and center of the decadeold Sikh separatism. A bomb exploded in the
city late Tuesday, wounding at least two people.
A broadcaster on state-run television urged
villagers to vote, however. "This is your
chance to tell the militants that they cannot
break up the nation," he said.
The Silchs, who constitute barely 2 percent
of the nation’s 844 million, say Hindu-majority India denies them cultural freedom and the
full wealth of their land. Sikhs are in a slight
majority in the rich fanning Punjab state.
Hundreds of soldiers marched through the
streets of Amritsar and its outskirts on
Tuesday as armored jeeps plowed through
wheat fields carrying political leaders.
Most of the state’s 11 million voters
obeyed militants’ orders to stay inside in
preparation for the boycott of the elections.
The elections will bring in a new legislature and end five years of federal rule. Many
observers see the efforts to restore popular
rule as the turning point in tackling demands
for secession.
Sikh militants say that the act of casting a
ballot would endorse Indian rule and betray
the separatist cause.
Most major Sikh political pasties are boycotting the elections, saying the new government would not reflect the people’s aspirations.
The elections were originally scheduled
last June, along with the rest of the nation, but
the Congress Party called them off. At least
27 candidates were assassinated before the
elections were canceled.

bare bodies in
fur protest
TOKYO (AP) - Two Americans protested the fur business today by stripping down to
their underwear and marching through a
crowded shopping district carrying a banner
reading "We’d Rather Go Naked Than Wear
Fur."
Ignoring the chilly winter weather - it
was 46 degrees - Dan Matthews and Julia
Sloane of People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals walked for an hour outside Sunshine
60, Japan’s tallest building.
"By showing some of our own skin, we
hope to save some animal skins," said
Matthews of Washington.

NEWS QUIZ
Five correct - news stud. Three
to four - reads USA Today. One
to two - Where have you been?
0 Why is Duncan Hall a fire
hazard?
0 What was Dahmer’s sentence?
0 As of Tuesday morning, how
many medals has the U.S.
won?
0 Has the U.S. hockey team lost
any games as of Tuesday
morning?
0 How long has SJSU rugby
been around?

ANSWERS: I) faulty standpipes 2)15 cooset:nine lifb sentences with no parole 3) six 4)
no 5)25 )ears

FAx: 924-3282
_PHONE: 924-3277

ars

PUTS. ED TEACHER FOR
children from 2-10 years. Exp. and
car req. Travel to preschools and
daycare centers. Pert time weekday
mornings Flexible schedule.
997.6997 or 996-8955.
ORIENTATION LEADERS now being
recruited for Summer 1992 Oriente
tion Programs on campus. SALARY
Applications evadable in Student
Actrarthas and Services.
Deadline’ February 21.
Questions? Call 924-5950
MNE
Marketing Ntwork Enterprises
Full and part tune positions
availabel. Flexible hours
Orkthejob training No experience
needed Call now to schedule
a job appointment.
(408) 363-8554
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT
(Located on Light Rail)
Accepting applications for part
time cashier and kitchen positions
Fun, fast paced atmosphere Must
be energetic, enthusiastic, dependable and neat In appearance. Apply
in person at PASTA MIA:
2565 No First Street (at Trimble).
PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Earn 86 00 - $12 00 per hour’
Will train Full or part time
Flexible hours Paid daily.
Campaign Management Services.
(408)2484406.
PRIVATE PRE-SCHOOL
in downtown San Jose seeks’
afternoon TEACHER w/ mm 12
Lolls ECE exp. and preschool
AIDE w/ min 6 units ECE
for morning program
Call Lauren 286-1533
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 1992?
Earn $500. - $1000. weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details
Rush $1.00 with SASE to
01H Group Inc.
1019 le Sherwood’
Orlando, FL 32818.
SUMMER MOMT. INTERNSHIP
interviews now taking place. Gain
valuable experience managing all
aspects of a successful business
Average gross profit $11,287
Last chance for inter views
Call Triple ’A’ Student Painters for
information now 1-800.394.6000
FAST FUNDRAISMO PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs Earn up to $1000 in one
week Plus receive a $1000 bonus
yourself And a FREE WATCH just
for calling 1800.932.0528 eat 65

HOUSING
ROOM 4 RENT $272 Mo +1/3 util
$200 dep W/D Female preferred
Leave message at 294-8347

HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
female roommate to live with as a
companion For further information,
call Brian. after 4pm, e 298.2308

2 BEDROOM APT. 1710./MONTH
Close In
Modern building
Free basic cable seroce
Secure parking
Elevator
Laundry room
1100 am to 1 00 pm 295.6893.
Village Apartments 576S 5th St

M0,000/YRI READ BOOKS
and TV scripts Fill out simple
iike/dont like’ form EASY’ Fun.
relaxing at horne, beech, vacettons
Guaranteed paycheck
1711E 24 hour recording
801.379-2925.
Copyright 0 CA29KEB

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bdrm/2 bath. Start $745
Walk or rde bike to school
Cable T.V available. Laundry
Security entrance
Remodeled, roomy & very clean
Call Richard or Denise at 28891st
Or Iernre message for manager

Edited by John Vieira, Daily staff writer
From Associated Press Wire Services

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO
share 2 bectoom 2 bath apt. Located 4th & William. Parking, laundry.
$235./mo. + kith. Call 288-5736.

guarantees each student a minimum of $1,700, or your money
back. Call Raft at (510) 794-9076.
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
make-over & skin care analysis.
Professional image consultant..
Quality products at
40-75% less than retail.
Small groups or individuals
Call Tracy 947-1537

VILLAGE APARTMENTS 576 S.
Fifth Street. 2 bedroom/1 bath
startIng at $750 00. Free cable TV.
Laundry. Barbecue area. Underground parking. Recreation room
2 blocks from campus.
Sandy: 295.6893.

SERVICES
60% discount on all PERMANENT
COSMETICS by TRISH. Enhance
your natural beauty!! EYE LINEREYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
SCARS BLENDED. Expires 5-3192
4084794100
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017
Campbell, Ca. 95008
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects. Paper, thesis
development assistance
Qualified writers.
Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed. Reasonable
Berkeley (510) 841-5036
FUND Fl
WILL FIND ANY
student financial aid regardless of
academic or financial background.
Call for info, packet today.
1800-343-FUND.
NEED MONEY FOR your bachelor’s
or master’s degree? Scholarships
are available to everyone and
we can help you find them. Call
(8001 USA-1221 eat 2505 for info
GUARANTEED SCHOLARSHIP
Service Need financial assistance?
Don’t believe you qualify because
you can’t establish financial need
or your GM isn’t high enough?
than try our service Our service

COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
*Eligibility regardless of grades
and income for most’
’Minimum 7 sources guraranteed
’Over $10 billion in
private sector aid’
For free info call
408927.9299
MEN - WOMEN - BARE fT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing, or
using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. BACK-CHESTLIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC.
Students & faculty 15% discount.
1st. appt 1/2 price if made by
5/31/92. Hart Today Gone
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave
017, Campbell. (408) 379.3500.
Gwen, Trish or Malice.
Registered Chronologists.

roundtrips only $24. most days. 3
daily departures also available from
San Jose to Fresno / Hanford /
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
trained, at Stockton.Call 1-800 USA-RAIL for information.
SPRING BREAK 92 - MAZATLAN
April 13-April17,
Round trip air
Centrally located hotels
Student discounts available.
Front SFO - 5399.
Of fer expires 2/28 - Call today!
Class Travel -(415) 344-7143.
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
information on semester, year,
graduate, summer and
internshtp programs In Perth,
Townsolle. Sydney. and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520.
Call 1.800871-3696,

VVORDPROCESSING
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
worOproceSSing. Term papers
reports, group papers. resumes,
letters, theses. laserprinter.
etc All formats plus APA.
Soalcheck, punctuation &
gramrnar assistance.
All work guaranteed’
Call PAM 247.2681, 8am 8pm
for worry free professional
dependable service.

TRAVEL
AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERVICE TO SAN JOSE/ Beginning Dec
12, try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains
to Sacramento. leaving San lose at
6:35 am 12 10 pm & 5 10pm
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Coffer
/ Truckee, Grass Valley. and
Marysville / royale / Chico / Red
Bluff / Raking One Amtrak ticket
covers both train and bus One-way
fare to Sacramento $23 Jan -April

IMPROVE YOUR GM. PROF. W/P
Resumes, theses papers, busness
plans. Grammar /spelling.
Transcription Laser printer,
FREE Pick up & delivery
Low rates
(408) 747.0335
I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING
Term papers, letters, resumes
Loc near Moorpark & Saratoga
Call Wry lane - 986-7819

GRAD STUDENTS! Call Marsha
at 2669448 for assistance with all
phases of Thesis/Project
preparation Editing (grammar.
punctuation, sentence structure),
tables, graphs, laser printing
(Resume service also available)
International Students welcome
Willow Glen area
Hours 7 am 8 30 fom
STUDENT PAPERS RESUMES.
Call Mrs. Morton 266.9448. Expertise on APA, MLA. Turabian formats
Will edit for correct grammar,
punctuation. & sentence structure;
prepare tables, and graphs;
print out in attractive laser type.
Will also edit your DOS disk.)
International Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area Hrs 7a.- 8:30p.
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
with APA/Turabien
formats Science and English
papers our specialty. Free spell
check/storrge. Lowcost editing
and graphics Resumes and
other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paulo, Virginia
251-0449
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, APR &
Turabian Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oaltridge Mall
224439E.
ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
your wordprocessing woes!
Reasonable rates.
Evenings and weekends.
Willow Glen area.
Ask about specials’
Call (408) 266-1460

WHEN THE BEST
AU. YOU NEED.
PAPERS - $1.90/pg and up
RESUMES - 112.00 and up
Laser Printer - Spell Check
English problems a Specialty!
Open evenings and weekends
Minutes from campus’
408/254-4565
CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, group projects. etc.
All formats including APA
Quick return
Transcription services available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Phone 264-4504,
EX-ENGLISH TEACHER /Exec
Secy has wordperfect, laser Spell,
punct grammar assistance papers,
letters W. Sl area 408 244-6444
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes, letters. reports All formats Steno
sevoe Pick up and denvery for
large jobs 20 years
experience MA in English
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 pm
at 251-6775
GINA’S WORDPROCESSING
Expenenced & At fordab Le
Term papers. Theses. Manuscripts.
WordPerfect 5.1
Call 3384038,
PROFESSIONAL
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE.
Theses, term papers, reports
resumes. letters
Save time - Fax your edits to me
Quick return
15 years experence
WordPerfect 5 1. Laser pomp,.
Call Mare at
971-6231

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOIJR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

DOODOODDIEIDOOODEIDOODOODEIODOMO
DOCEIDOCIDEMODOODOODOCIEJECOODOOD
OCIDOODEDODEICIEIDODEIODODOOOODEEDOO
DOOLOODOODOMECOODOODIJOE1ODOODO
Please check/
your classification:

Name

AD

RATES, MINIMUM

3

LINES ON ONE DAY

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

Five
Days

Address

3 lines

$500 $600

$7.00

$800

$900

Cry Slate

4 lines

$6.00 $700

$800

59.00

$1000

Shoes

57.00 $8.00

$900

$10 00 511 00

6 lines

$8.00 $900

$10.00 $11.00 $12.00

One
Day

Each additional line’ $1 00
Each additional day: $1.00

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

5-9 lines: $70.00 * 10-14 lines: $90.00
15-19 lines: $110.00
Questions?

Call (408) 924-3277

Announcements
Zip

Automotive
Computers

Phone

For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted

SEND C I II.(’K OR MONEY ORDER ’ID:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classified desk Is located In Dwight Bental Hall Room 209
II Deadline Two days before pubilcallon
Consecutive publications dates only No refunds on cancelled ads

__Housing
Lost and Found
Services
Stereo
Travel
_Wordprocessing

5
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Coupe pulls off coup
Golfers make
shopping easy

0

ne of the wonderful things
about having an avid
golfer in the family is that
you can never run out of
things to give for birthdays and
other gift -giving holidays.
’Falce my father, for instance.
The man doesn’t play golf. I
don’t even think he has ever picked
up a club in his life. He is so hard to
shop for. The Christmas season is
almost prainful for me because I
never know what u) get for him. To
make matters worse, his birthday
falls three days after Chrisunas.
Double jeopardy.
If only he played golf. If my dad
played he would have anything and
everything ever invented that had
the slightest affiliation with the
game of golf.
Ile would have new clubs every
couple of years (mom would buy
those, of course). Ile would have
club covers with Disney characters
on them, NFL major league
baseball and NBA logos, Garfield
and probably Bart Simpson as well.
Ile would have golf shins,
sweaters, shons, jackets,
Windbreakers, rain gear, hats,
visors, gloves, shoes, socks, towels,
tags, tees, balls, ball markers, pens,
pencils, key chains, coffee mugs,
beer glasses, kitchen cutlery and
cull links with insignias fmm golf
courses all over the world.
Ile would have a subscription to
every golf magazine in circulation.
He would have a library containing
all the golf books ever written. He
would have how-to videos from
variS us golf legends. Ile would have
posters, paintings and photographs
of famous golf moments arid
renowned golf courses.
Ile would have a membership at
Pebble Beach (on mom again). Ile
would travel to the Skins game, the
Masters and the Bob Hope Desert
Classic to see professional golf at
its finest.
I lowever, dad doesn’t do golf.
He never has. And because of
that he’s not lucky. On Father’s Day
he gets things like ties, after-shave,
soap-on-a-rope, underwear (from
mom) and ashtrays (even though he
doesn’t smoke).
Oh well. I tried to tell him once,
but I just don’t think he understood
my point.
my grandfather, on
Now,
thc other hand, is a
completely different story.
It is a pleasure to go out
and shop for his birthday. Shopping
made easy. In and out or the store ito
ten minutes.
My grandfather plays golf.
In fact, the man lives for the
game of golf. I think he literally
breathes in the utter fragrances of
thc game and what lingers in his
body gives him
()r, maybe what give.s him life is
lifeIinever, ever have
the fact that he will
to buy another set of golf balls or
golf tees for the rest of his life. Evet
since I can remember we have hani
sending him those necessities for
Ii
his birthday, Chrisunas and Father’s
1)ay. Whcn he and my grandmother
mtwed to Ilawaii we started sending
him leis made out of golf tees and
fruit baskets tilled with pineapples
tuid golf halls.
Obviously for most people golf
is not thc only thing in life worth
living for. To assume that would he
a little narrow and perhaps a hit
pretentious. However, speaking for
avid golfers everywhere, I can
honestly say that golf paraphernalia
beats soap-on -a -rope any day.
So, try golf. You may find that
you don’t want to stop.
Susan Brown’s golf column
appears every Wednesdav

Daily file Faiolii

SJSU No. 1 seed Brandon Coupe reaches for a volley during a match
By Jim Silva
6-2.
Daily staff writer
Stanford eventually won the meet
SJSU tennis player Brandon Coupe 7-2 but that didn’t stop SJSU Head
beat the nation’s No. I -ranked college Coach John Hubbell from being
tennis player, Alex O’Brien of thrilleS about Coupe’s win over
Stanford, a week ago in Palo Alto.
O’Brien. He called Coupe’s victory a
Coupe was leading O’Brien 3-1 "huge result." It was the first time a
after 20 minutes of the opening set on Spartan player had ever beaten the No.
Feb. 12 when play was postponed 1 player in the country.
because of rain. Coupe, a sophomore
O’Brien, a Ihree-time All American
out of Roseville, Calif., pnwed that his selection, is the leading player for a
lead was not a fluke when he went on Stanford men’s team rich in tradition.
to heat O’Brien 6-2, 6-4 the next day. John McEnroe, David Wheaton, and
Second-seeded sophomore Derck Jim Grabb are all forIImer Stanford
Del Rosario also displayed some players who now compete on the
impressive play and beat Chris mcn’s professional tour.
Despite playing the nation’s top
Cocotos, the No. 2 player for Stanford

Wednesday Nite Cinema

Mexico City
Guatemala
Paris
Bangkok
Sydney

S165*
S239*
$305*
$369*
$465"

mesese each way fromSan Francisco based
a ictsidthp ca./chase Some resinctims
appiy Times nct included Call for other
kweldwIcie destinations

COUlla TIMM
Suite 4,0/
Ili Sone! St ,
Franc isco, CA 94106

San

415-421-3473

By Dorothy Klavias
Daily staff writer
Sailing is not one of the things
students normally think about when
they register at SJSU. So when the
semester started, the Sailing Club
II II
and Racing Team anchored a sailboat in from of the Student Union.
ey gm 40 inquiries.
The club is working hard to
overcome the idea that sailing is
S nly done at exclusive yacht clubs
Sy die Ted Tuniers of the world. At
SJSU it only costs S20 a semester
in dues, which includes use of the
club’s sailboats.
"The club is obscure, but it is the
only co-eduCational, intercollegiate
spon mid Angus Klein, 24, senior
journalism major, and secretary of
the club. Women and men ctimpete
in sailing on an equal basis.
There is a physical side to the
sport, but it also requires concentration and mental focus, said Laura
Roy, 23, a senior majoring in biology and vice-president of the club.
Sailing requires not only endurance,
but lmowledge of the basic laws of
aerodynamics and how to fit everything together with the current
weather conditions.
The club does both tmp
racing and recreationl sailing.
Mom members have had a class in
sailing at SJSU or learned to sail
witI family or friends. The club
S5_ not teach sailing. Practice
takes place every Friday afternoon
at Lake Cunningham, which is
about 15 minutes from SJSU on
Capitol Expressway and Tully
Road.
Once a month, cruises are held
in Santa Cruz or on the San
Francisco Bay whit sailboats ranging in size from 30 ft. to 50 ft. in
length. The boats are borrowed
Si members or friends.
On one cruise off Santa Cruz,
the club gave a misguided whale a
big headache.
"A wind surfer warned the sailboat that there was a whale, but
tI. y couldn’t avoid
ginto
ninnur the
animal. We came to a dead stop.
We were lucky that no cone fell in,"
Klein said.
Luckily, there are no whales to
contend with at the regattas which

v or six funes a year at
are held fie
locations provided by the host
schools.
The club races two Flying
Juniors (FJ) 13 ft. sailboats. One
MI
party
FJ was donated by a private
and one obtained with special allocation funds of the Associated
Students. The club is also in the
process of receiving a 420 sailboat.
There have been no winning
parties for the club. "We count our
positions from the back of the
fleet," Roy said.
No funds are received from
SJSU even though the club represents the university at regattas. The
sport is not considered at the varsity
level and has no full-time coach.
Shirley Reekie, associate professor
in human performance, is the club’s
adviser.
Reekie gives the club whatever
time she can manage, but she
believes in club sports.
"I’m use to sports at the club
level because I grew up in
England," she said.
Reekie said there is no hope that
sailing could become a varsity sport
at SJSU because of the recent cutbacks.
"Personally, I’d like to win but
it’s very hard to compete without a
coach," said Kristoff Kolyszko, 21,
an economics major arid president
of the club.
The club races against teams
that emphasize sailing and consider
it a varsity sport. UC-Berkeley,
Stanford University, UC-Santa
Cruz, UC-Davis, and UCLA have
full-time coaches, funds and sometirnes as many as 20 boats.
"A good number have learned to
sail here at SJSU," Reekie said.
"We have a group that’s really
enthused."
The club is hosting its first regatta Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 22
and 23 at Shoreline Lake in
Mountain View.
The two-day race consists of
three to eight races a day in two
divisions, A and B, which are
lar to junior and varsity in other
sports.
For more infornmtion, WI Laura
Roy at 266-5753 or Kristoff
Kolyszko at 294-7443.

Associated Students of SJSU

A.S. Program Board Presents:

IT’S TIME TO BECOME A PART OF
THE SOLUTION

TAKE BACK YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The Associated Students Ad -Hoc CommitAssociated Students Elections are right around the cor- tee on Constitutional Amendments ls holdner. If you have even the slightest interest in running for ing a PUBUC FORUM to hear suggestions on
an elected position in the Associated Students Govem- restructuring your student government.
ment come to the infomutional meetings. All your
questions will be answered concerning what positions are
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1992
available, what student government is all about and how WHEN:
you can get started as a candidate for an Associated
Students Position. There will be two meetings today and WHERE:
Associated Students Council
tomorrow in the Student Union.
Chambers
WHEN:

FEBRUARY 25, 1992 AND

T1ME:

2:00pm

FEBRUARY 26, 1992
WHERE:

A.S. Council Chambers 2/25
Almaden Room 2/26
Student Union

Wed., Feb. 19, 6 & 9pm
Student Union Ballroom
Admission: $2.50 Season Pass: $15.00
Public Welcome! Refreshments Available!
Call the R.A.T. Line for more info: 408.924.6261 f’s
Funded By Associated Students Ninek

Communicate in Color
Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies

London
$225*

against UOP last season at AVAC
seed, Hubbell said Coupe kept his
composure during the match.
"He kept a high level of play
throughout the whole match," Hubble
said of Coupe. "He didn’t get tentative. He played great tennis." The loss
to Stanford, the fourth-ranked team in
the nation, dropped the Spartan’s team
record to 2-2.
Today, SJSU meets Foothill
College, the top-ranked community’
college team in Califomia.
The Spartans will take on Santa
Clara University on ’Thursday. Both
matches will be played at the South
C.ampus tennis courts at 1:30 p.m

SJSU Sailing club to host
regatta in Mountain View

Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
.Even Copy From Slides!

kinkoss.

the copy center
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
295-4336
93 E San Carlos St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
Across From McDonald’s

TIME:

For more information call Miguel Avila in
the Associated Students office at 9246240
GET INVOLVED IN THE FIGHT FOR
AFFORDABLE FEES

4:00pm 2/25
12:00pm 2/26

Join the Associated Students and Students Unite
for Accessible Education In circulating a petition o
For more information call Meredith Moran campus to oppose the 40% Fee Increase. We mus
get 5000 signatures by February 18 to send a mesin the Student Activities & Services Office
sage to the CSU Finance Committee. Any studen
924-5950
at
interested in circulating petitions or needing Information come to the Associated Students office, 3
SPARTAN HOMECOMING
Floor Student Union or call 924-6240.
ON THE MOVE
1.
The Associated Students has begun
the search for a new HOMECOMING
CHAIRPERSON for next Fall’s San
Jose State University Homecoming!
Anyone interested in applying for the
position or serving on the committee
for SJSU’s biggest event can pick up
an application at the Associated Students Office, 3rd floor Student Union,
or call Tasha Souza at 924-6240
san sose state university

Associated students’
Leisure services

DON’T GIVE CSU
STUDENTS THE
AXE !!

BRING THE STUDENT PERSPECTIVE TO
OUR LEGISLATORS IN SACRAMENTO!
Students are invited to atter id the annual California
State Students Association legislative Conferenc
and lobby Day at the State Capitol. Express you
views about proposed fee Increases. class cuts, lack
of accessibility, and other concerns.
WHAT:

[ stuff going on now:

I

slumps for Intramural Sports:
5ASide Basketball
Softball league

WHEN:

STUDENT LOBBYING TRIP
FEBRUARY 22, 23, 24

WHERE:

AT THE STATE CAPITOL

Tournament

registration for Leisure Classes & Workshops:
Dance, SCUBA, Yoga, Theatre Games
etc etc etc
for more information,
call 9244950

SACRAMENTO
WHO:

ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS

Interested students MUST sign up at the Associated
Students Office. 3rd HOU Student Union, by 5:00pm
on Monday, February 17, 1992. For more informati
call Jon Fleischman or Blair Whitney at 924-6240.

